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Scaling of Microtubule Force-Velocity Curves Obtained at Different Tubulin Concentrations
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We present a single curve that describes the decay in average growth velocity for microtubules in
response to a mechanical force. Curves obtained at two new and one previously studied tubulin
concentrations coalesce when normalized with the growth velocity at zero load. This scaling provides
direct evidence for a force-independent molecular off rate, in agreement with Brownian ratchet models.
In addition, microtubule length changes were measured with a precision up to 10 nm, revealing that
microtubules under load abruptly switch between different growth velocities.
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FIG. 1. (a) Lattice structure of tubulin dimers (white/gray) in
a MT. (b) Schematic view of the experiments, not to scale.
Randomly deposited seeds (black) nucleate MTs (white) in
between barriers that are constructed on glass coverslips.
(c) Example of a buckled MT. A fitted MT shape is plotted
in black (shifted upwards). White dots indicate marker points
used for fitting. The barrier contact point (left arrow, obscured
by the barrier) and clamp position (right arrow) were found by
optimizing all shape fits within one buckling event. The posi-
tion of the clamp was forced to lie on a line intersecting the
seed (dotted line). (d) Schematic sketch of an initially straight
MT (dashed, length L0) that buckles (L) and generates a
parallel force fp. MTs were unconstrained between their clamp
Here we present force-velocity data at two different
tubulin concentrations that, combined with our previ-

position �xc; yc� (gray) and the barrier-contact point �xp; yp�
where they can freely pivot.
Microtubules (MTs) are long and stiff biopolymers.
They assemble from 8 nm long tubulin dimers that lon-
gitudinally bind to form protofilaments, and laterally
connect to form a hollow tube of, on the average, 13
protofilaments [Fig. 1(a)] [1]. After assembly, one mole-
cule of guanosine triphosphate (GTP) that is bound to the
dimers is hydrolyzed to GDP. This hydrolysis destabilizes
the MT structure, which enables MTs to switch occasion-
ally to a state of rapid shrinkage, an event termed a
catastrophe [1]. Filamentous protein aggregates like
MTs and actin filaments can generate pushing forces
when they polymerize close to cellular objects in living
cells [2]. These forces play an important role in the
internal organization of cells. For example, forces gener-
ated by MTs push the nucleus towards the cell middle in
fission yeast [3] and are believed to be involved in the
motion of chromosomes during mitosis [4].

Protein ‘‘polymerization motors’’ convert free energy
derived from the assembly of proteins into mechanical
work. In general, the force-velocity relation for a growing
polymer buildup of N protofilaments can be written as
v�f� � �

N �kon�f�C� koff�f��, where � is the length of the
protein subunit, and konC and koff are the force-dependent
molecular on and off rates for protein concentration C [5].
To understand the physical mechanisms of the polymer-
ization motor and to establish how molecular on and
off rates respond to force, quantitative data on single
force-generating actin filaments or MTs are needed. In
contrast to the amount of available theoretical work [6–
9], experimental data are, however, still extremely rare
[2]. Previously, we measured a force-velocity relation for
single growing MTs for one set of conditions with a result
that was suggestive of a force-independent off rate [10].
Direct proof for a force-independent off rate coming from
experiments under a range of different conditions is,
however, still lacking. Such proof would support a class
of models based on a Brownian ratchet mechanism that
have been put forward to describe both the MT and actin
polymerization motor [7–9].
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ously published data, provide direct evidence for the
fact that force reduces the molecular on rate without
noticeably increasing the molecular off rate. We find
that, on average, all available data can be mapped onto
a single force-velocity relation by normalizing with the
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FIG. 2. (a) Fit results for fp (left axis, open symbols) and L
(right axis, closed symbols), for a MT at CT � 28 �M. The
average velocities before (t < 0) and during buckling (t > 0;
vT) are indicated. (b) Enlarged view on length data from
Fig. 2(a). Open symbols demarcate periods with apparent con-
stant velocity (indicated values). Error bars are derived from
the fit shown in (e). (c),(d) Length data for two MTs (CT �
28 �M) that experienced a catastrophe within 2 s of the last
data point. hfpi values are 0.7 and 10.6 pN, respectively. (e) �L

as a function of �. For 10 data points,
������������������������������������������������
1
2 �

2�var�v��2 s� � varI�
q

is plotted together with the fitted result �a

����
�

p
=0:62 (straight

line) [18].
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growth velocity a zero load. This scaling behavior is
expected if the off rate remains small compared to the
on rate in the force regime that is studied. In addition, by
improving our experimental and analysis methods, we
were able to follow MT length changes under force at a
resolution up to 10 nm. This allows us to show that
changes in MT growth velocity previously observed for
free growing MTs persist under force and that these
changes occur abruptly, within 2 s.

To study force generation, MTs were grown from
surface-attached nucleation sites, called seeds, and their
buckling behavior was analyzed after the growing end
contacted a rigid barrier [Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)]. The meth-
ods are identical to those described in [11] where, com-
pared to earlier methods [10], we significantly improved
the attachment of MT seeds. The force was varied by
analyzing MTs nucleated at different distances L0 from
the barrier: a buckling MT nucleated by a strongly at-
tached seed [Fig. 1(d)] generates a force fc � 20:19�=L2

0
where � is the flexural rigidity [10,12]. Force generation
was studied at two different tubulin concentrations CT
[13]. The corresponding average growth velocities before
buckling (v0� standard error of the mean) were 1:88�
0:03 �m=min (CT � 20 �M) and 2:40� 0:01 �m=min
(CT � 28 �M). At higher CT values many MTs were
created by self-nucleation causing problems in data analy-
sis, while at lower values data acquisition was difficult
because catastrophes often occurred before MTs reached
the barriers [14]. The relation between catastrophe rate
and growth velocity varies between different prepara-
tions of tubulin [11,14,15], explaining why in previous
work, using more stable MTs, a force-velocity curve
could be measured for v0 � 1:2 �m=min [10].

Buckling of the MTs was terminated either by a catas-
trophe or by sudden sliding of the MT end along the
barrier [11]. The duration T of buckling events that
were suitable for analysis (8 events at 20 �M and 21 at
28 �M) was on average 59 s. Digitized microscopy im-
ages were analyzed every 2 s. For each time point, MT
length and force were estimated by fitting the theoretical
shape of a homogenous elastic rod to 29 marker points
[Fig. 1(c)] [11]. The shape of an elastic rod and the forces
acting on it are fully determined if the distance between
the MT end points, the length of the MT, and two bound-
ary conditions at the end points are known [12,16]. Strong
seed binding allowed us to assume both the position and
the angle of the seed with respect to the barrier to be fixed
during buckling. The MT was assumed to pivot freely
around its contact point with the barrier, and thus only
the MT length remained to be fitted to determine the
direction of the force and the force/rigidity ratio. This
reduced number of fit parameters improved the length and
force estimates compared to earlier methods, where three
fit parameters were used [10]. To calibrate the forces, MT
rigidities were measured by analyzing thermally induced
deflections of the tips of freely growing MTs [17].
Surprisingly, the average � was different for the different
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values of CT used, and the data were therefore calibrated
depending on CT : � � 21:2� 1:7 pN�m2 for 20 �M (23
MTs; the error is the standard error of the mean ��) and
� � 13:7� 1:4 pN�m2 for 28 �M (16 MTs).

An example of a fit result is given in Fig. 2(a), where
both the length L and the force component along the
direction of MT growth [fp, Fig. 1(d)] are plotted before
and during buckling. Figure 2(b) shows an enlargement of
these data during buckling and Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) show
two other examples of length data during buckling.
Figures 2(b)–2(d) show that the length resolution �L on
the data for force-generating MTs is much better than for
freely growing MTs (�L;free � 70 nm [19]). This can be
understood because upon initial buckling a small length
increase �L is amplified to a much larger observable
change in the amplitude of buckling �a � Z�L
[Fig. 1(d)]. For the geometry displayed the amplification
factor Z is approximately equal to 0:62=

����
�

p
, with � the

relative length increase since the initiation of buckling
[20]. The resulting experimental length resolution was
estimated by analyzing the observed variance in growth
velocities as a function of � [18]. The result of this
analysis is shown in Fig. 2(e) and is used to determine
the error bars in Figs. 2(b)–2(d). The resolution is ini-
tially very good (�L < 12 nm for � < 1%), but decreases
when � increases.
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The good length resolution allowed us to detect abrupt
changes in growth velocity during buckling [see regions
indicated in Fig. 2(b)]. Several observations suggest that
free MTs can adopt different end structures as they grow
[1,21–23], which may be correlated with observed
changes in growth velocity [22]. Our data show that,
under load, changes in assembly rate occur abruptly
within 2 s [Fig. 2(b)] and that pause states often occur
just before MTs switch to a catastrophe [Figs. 2(c) and
2(d)]. Five events that could be analyzed all the way to a
catastrophe showed a similar pause of approximately 10 s,
possibly reflecting an intermediate state between growth
and rapid shrinkage [23,24].

In order to determine the response of individual MTs to
force, we plotted in Fig. 3(a) for each buckling event the
average force (hfpi) versus the average velocity (vT �

�L�t�T��L�t�0��=T with error
�����������������������������������
�2

L�t�T���2
L�t�0�

q
=T).
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FIG. 3. (a) vT and hfpi values for individual buckling events
at CT � 20 �M (open circles) and 28 �M (closed circles). v0 is
plotted at hfpi � 0. Error bars smaller than the symbol size are
not plotted. (b) Average force-velocity curves obtained by
binning 2 s segments with respect to fp. Data are normalized
with v0 and compared with previous data (triangles) [10]. The
standard error in the binned velocities and the standard devia-
tion in the binned forces are plotted. The theoretical curve (see
text) is a simulation result for CT � 20 �M and the measured
kon and koff , but hardly differs for the other two conditions in
the plotted range.
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The error plotted for hfpi consists of three approximately
equal parts: (1) hfpi��=� is the error due to a limited
accuracy on �. (2) The standard deviation of the averaged
fp values accounts for the force not being strictly constant
during buckling [in Fig. 2(a), fp slowly decreases as the
MT grows 25% relative to its initial length; the relative
length increases, and the consequent drop in fp was less
for all other buckling events (average 8%)]. (3) Errors in
the determination of the clamp position and barrier con-
tact point [e.g., Fig. 1(c)] were estimated by feeding
simulated data to the fitting algorithm. Figure 3(a) shows
that for both values of CT there is a clear downward trend
of vT with hfpi. For a given force, the vertical scatter is,
however, larger than the error bars on the velocity. This is
to be expected given the intrinsic variability in growth
velocities that was seen in Fig. 2.

To establish the average response of the velocity to
force under different growth conditions, data on all MTs
were combined. For each concentration, the measured
instantaneous velocities over 2 s segments (v��2 s; N �
608 for CT � 28 �M and N � 211 for CT � 20 �M)
were sorted and binned with respect to the average force
during that segment (number of segments per bin is 60 at
28 �M and 40 at 20 �M). The average velocities calcu-
lated in each bin were normalized with v0 (2.40 or
1:88 �m=min) and, together with the results from earlier
work (v0 � 1:2 �m=min) [10], plotted in Fig. 3(b). Even
though there is scatter in the data, the normalized force-
velocity curves do not show any v0-dependent trend and
appear to coalesce onto one curve.

Given the general force-velocity relation given in the
introduction, we can write the normalized velocity under
load in the following way: v�fp�=v0 �

�
N �kon�fp�CT �

koff�fp��=
�
N �kon�0�CT � koff�0��. By analyzing v0 as a

function of CT for our tubulin preparation (data not
shown) [15], we estimated for free MT growth kon�0� �
2:65� 0:27 s�1 �M�1 and koff�0� � 5:6� 2:9 s�1,
which are both values that fall within the range of pub-
lished data [1]. For the CT values studied (20 and 28 �M)
we may thus neglect koff�0� relative to kon�0�CT in the
denominator. If the decrease in growth velocity under
load is solely caused by a decreased on rate and not by
an increased off rate, we may also neglect koff for small
and moderate forces in the numerator yielding
v�fp�=v�0� � kon�fp�=kon�0�. A constant koff should
thus give a normalized velocity that is independent of
CT and v0, just as is observed. The observed scaling also
suggests that GTP hydrolysis, which causes MTs to
undergo catastrophes, has no influence on the force-
velocity behavior, at least not in the force regime studied
here. At any given force, catastrophes occur at different
time scales for the three conditions studied [11], but the
normalized velocity appears unaffected by this. Vice
versa, the earlier reported force dependency of catastro-
phes seems only a result of the reduction in growth
velocity, which can also be explained by assuming a
constant koff [11].
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The now converging evidence for a force-independent
koff supports models that describe a force-generating MT
as a Brownian ratchet. In this mechanistic view only kon
is affected by force, in a way that depends on the assumed
geometrical details at the growing MT end [7]. In fact,
changes in these details during growth, and correspond-
ing different responses to force, may very well contribute
to the variability in growth velocity we observe under
load. On average, the experimentally obtained force-
velocity relation seems to be well approximated by a
specific Brownian ratchet model that was introduced by
Mogilner and Oster for MTs and simulated for a finite off
rate by v. Doorn et al. [9] [Fig. 3(b), dotted line].
In this model, protofilaments are assumed to grow in-
dependently of each other, leading to an irregularly
shaped MT end.

In conclusion, we have shown that all available MT
force-velocity data can be mapped onto a single curve for
the normalized average velocity. This establishes that
force primarily changes the rate of subunit addition, and
that protein disassembly events from the MT are force
independent. We have in addition shown that length
changes of MTs under load can be followed with high
resolution, revealing that velocity fluctuations observed
for free MTs persist under load. In the future, data on MT
growth near the stall force, which are inherently difficult
to obtain with the current method, will hopefully become
available from experiments with optical tweezers [25]. In
addition, with the intrinsic response of MT dynamics to
force now well established, one of our next goals will be
to investigate whether regulatory proteins that interact
with the ends of growing MTs in vivo [26] are able to
change the molecular growth details and thereby the
force-velocity behavior.
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